
Case Study - Project X



PICTO
Data Discovery and Storytelling 

for Regular People



ProjectX = Code name “Picto”
• CTO requested our 3-person elite design team to work on a 

mobile data storytelling app. 

• Focused on iPad but made sure it worked on iPhone. 

• We code-named it Picto - inspired by caves of Lascaux. 

• Storytelling is as old as mankind - could we make data discovery 
and storytelling easy for regular people? 

• We also wanted to try Google Design Sprints as a design team.



Research



Research Phase
• I like to flood my mind with research - articles, videos, slide shares, 

non-related topics too. (Previous screenshot is my Evernote). 

• Look to other realms - for storytelling, we looked at comic books, 
film editing, Dan Heath’s research on how to make ideas “stick”. 

• Even if I don’t use the wackiest ideas, it helps me push my 
creativity beyond initial thoughts and concepts. 

• We all already had many years of experience in data analysis so 
didn’t have to research that aspect of the problem.



Brainstorming



Brainstorming Phase
• Used a brainstorming card set - pick a topic, then came up 

with as many words as possible to describe the topic - our 
random word was “ship”. 

• Also had a stack of cards with objects. With each word we 
wrote down how it might apply to our topic. Camera, 
lightbulb, etc. 

• The idea is to have words collide so that you come up with 
new juxtapositions to create new solutions.



Inspiration



Inspiration Phase
• Shared unrelated apps and web sites with each other - stuff we though 

was cool at the moment. 

• I looked to video and audio editing, music creation, iPhoto moments, art 
works. 

• People are editing movies on their iPhones yet we often heard from our 
development teams that our concepts were too difficult to do on a phone. 

• Goal was to beg/borrow/steal patterns from consumer apps that perform 
complex interactions.



Documented Use 
Cases/Workflow

We documented all of the features we 
thought we needed. Then decided which 
ones to focus on first - our Minimum Viable 
Product (MVP). 

High-level workflow: 

1. Import data 

2. View data 

3. Generate charts 

4. Assemble/write data story 

5. Share story



Workflow Analysis: Filter Creation
Creating a data filter and indicating that it is in effect 

is a key feature in data analysis software.



Wireframes in InVision: Import Data
1. User receives 

an Excel 
spreadsheet 
in email 

2. User opens 
attachment 
and “copies 
to Picto” via 
new app icon.



Wireframes in InVision: View Data
1. App imports 

spreadsheet and 
displays Data Cards 
for each column in 
the table 

2. User adds filters to 
customize data views. 

3. User creates custom 
infographics based on 
selected Data Cards.



Wireframes in InVision: Generate Charts
1. User chooses option to 

create a new chart. 

2. User selects which Data 
Cards to include in the 
chart, the system displays 
relevant charts 
automatically. This is an 
expression builder, but 
much easier to use than the 
existing ones. 

3. User chooses which new 
charts to add to the project.



Wireframes in InVision: Write Story
1. User chooses from a 

set of story templates. 

2. User selects sections 
of the template and 
adds custom graphs 
and data. 

3. User publishes story 
to the web, social 
media, blog entry, etc.



Analysis: What 
Goes into a 
Data Story?

In order to create a 
prototype that could 
pass CEO muster, we 
wanted to make sure the 
data story we demoed 
made sense from an 
analytical point of view. 



Crazy 8s



Crazy 8s Technique
• Fold a piece of paper into 8 sections. In 8 minutes, 

draw 8 UI possibilities for a feature.  

• We were iterating on how to add graphs to the canvas. 

• I thought about my phone and how the gif keyboard 
works. We chose that to put into our prototype. 
Lawyers liked the idea and were pursuing a patent. 

• Never would have come up with the idea until I got 
past the usual suspects. Crazy 8s forces you to push 
beyond typical designs and into new paradigms. 



Visual Design Round 1
• My first pass of 

visual design 
exploration in 
Sketch 

• Font options, 
color palettes, 
graph styles 

• Rounded vs. 
squared cards, 
buttons



iPad vs. iPhone
Top: I began Sketch 
investigation of layout 
different screen sizes. 

Bottom: In InVision - 
ultimately we decided 
to keep things light/
simple for first 
prototype round - new 
iOS LAF had just been 
released. We would 
have considered 
custom LAF later on.



Visual Design Round 2
Round 2 of 
visual 
exploration after 
we decided to 
go with iOS LAF 
- headers, fonts, 
lines, etc.



Concept: Data Cards
• We had the idea that we wanted the system 

to start visualizing the data ASAP instead of 
traditional table view like Excel. 

• We came up with the concept of a Data Card 
- quick summary stats for each column. 

• Cards were “smart” in that they would 
display useful stats based on data type - i.e., 
if yes/no was in the data then display a check/
x, or min/max values, count of unique values. 

• Lawyers were pursuing a patent on the 
concept.



Concept: Auto-Graphs
• We wanted to be able 

to create graphs and 
infographics easily. 

• As you select data 
cards below, system 
automatically generates 
relevant charts. 

• Then you choose your 
charts to include in 
your data story later.



Picto’s Sad Demise
• We create the InVision prototype and presented it to the 

CTO. He LOVED IT! 

• Next step was for him to get buy-in from the CEO and then 
we would demo it to him. 

• CTO was not able to get the CEO’s OK, left the company 
shortly thereafter. 

• New CTO laid off the design team.



Lessons Learned
• Picto had some truly creative and unique concepts and I am very 

proud of my work on it. 

• Google Design Sprints are a great outline for exploring new 
concepts and getting customer feedback quickly. 

• Executive support is crucial for design - we had the CTO’s 
support, but he didn’t have the CEO’s. 

• There is so much pent-up creativity in the enterprise if you have a 
way to channel it and let your employees explore new concepts. 




